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About this Tech Talk

Objectives of this Tech Talk

✓ Basic understanding of new Planning Optimization Service

✓ General awareness of service Overview and Architecture

✓ Planning Optimization Service Fits Analytics

✓ Roadmap
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What it doesn’t cover

• Details about Master Planning configuration

• Master Planning processes → TechTalk: The Basics of 

MRP

https://community.dynamics.com/365/b/techtalks/posts/dynamics-365-supply-chain-management-the-basics-of-mrp-december-6-2019
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Overview & Architecture



Reduce the load on SQL during master 

planning run

Provide faster master planning, 

especially for large data sets

Make it easier to introduce new 

planning functionality

Build ground up, not all from day one

Why Planning 
as a service?
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Near real-time planning vs nightly planning runs

Receive 

order
Time till next planning run Planning run

Follow-up 

on plan

Supply 

lead time

Receive 

order

Follow-up 

on plan

Supply 

lead time

Built-in master planning

1. Wait for nightly plan to start (normally around 1-4am)

2. Planning run (outside of normal office hours)

3. Wait for planners getting to the office

4. Follow-up on plan

Planning Optimization

1. Planning run triggered by order

2. Follow-up on plan

✓ Potential savings and improved sales by 

reduction of the total lead time, as new 

demands are detected and managed 

earlier - order same day because you 

don’t have to wait for the nightly plan.

✓ Improved customer service and order 

taking, as the impact of other changes as 

well as the entered sales order is 

detected, and the plan is fully optimized 

accordingly.

Updated dynamic plan with close to real-time insight 

to requirement changes on the supply side, as well as 

affected existing orders.
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Architecture

Client triggers a planning run 
and receives messages from 
Planning Optimization service.

Data base (SQL) supplies 
Planning Optimization Service 
with information about setup 
and master/transactional data. 

The planning result is sent to 
the data base.

The connector translates 
information between the ERP 
DB and the Planning 
Optimization service.

The Planning Optimization 
service holds planning related 
data and performs all 
calculations.

DATA

SIGNAL

DATA
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What about 
extensions?

Standard service with no code changes

Pre-processing of master data

Post-processing of planning result

Plan to support flow of additional information

Long term the goal is a flexible service that support 
external input
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What’s the 
price?

No extra charge

Planning Optimization is 
included in the current license

Future additional planning 
functionality might come with 
additional charge
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Customer scenario



Planning Optimization - From hours to minutes

Planning includes fulfillment from production in Asia to the main distribution center in Europe. From here the customer brand is transferred to 57 

stores across Europe, based on demand from around 10.000 item variants. Besides this external brands are planned for direct delivery to stores.

Planning is done every night - based on demand changes from the previous day. Once planners get to the office, they start to expedite the bulk of supply orders.

• Cost and capital savings by reduced inventory levels, due to faster replenishment (safety stock reduction around 25-50%)
• Increased sale – as store space earlier used for safety stock now can be utilized for additional item variants in the stores
• Improved customer service with shorter lead time – stockout is fulfilled one day earlier, bringing it down from 2-3 days to 1-2 days
• Parameter changes and simulations are reflected in minutes – no need to wait for a nightly run
• Eliminated nightly server time reserved for planning batch job
• Comfort that future business growth will not overload the planning system or cause long run times

Receive 

order
Time till next planning run Planning run

Follow-up 

on plan

Supply 

lead time

1. Wait for nightly plan to start (normally around 1-4am)
2. Planning run (outside of normal office hours)
3. Wait for planners getting to the office
4. Follow-up on plan

Before Planning Optimization

• Nightly planning job is competing for a timeslot with other nightly F&O batch jobs 
• If the nightly run failed or parameters was incorrectly set the plan is not updated until the next nightly run
• Concerned that future business growth will overload the planning system or lead to runtime that excite the nightly window 

With Planning Optimization

Planning is executed add-hoc during office hours - when demand require replenishment. Planners can expedite the supply orders instantly.

Receive 

order

Follow-up 

on plan

Supply 

lead time

1. Planning run triggered right after order entry
2. Follow-up on plan

Preview results: 1 min (on big SQL, 2 min on small SQL)

Original runtime on D365 F&O: 8-9h (on big SQL) -> optimized (SQL finetuning) to 1,5h
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Customer benefits
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Eliminate daily time reserved for planning batch job
Customers with large data sets have issues completing all batch jobs at night

24/7 business where it is hard to get any timeslots

Comfort that future business growth will not overload the planning system
A hyper-scalable service ensures that planning will be fast and without performance implications

Automated upgrade to latest version without downtime

More frequent planning runs – not just daily or weekly 
Update plan during office hours - you don’t have to wait for the nightly run

Changed planning parameters are reflected in minutes, you don’t have to wait for the nightly run

See the result of planning simulations right away and keep tweaking parameters on the fly until you get the desired result

Improved customer service with shorter total lead time
New demands are detected and managed earlier 

Order same day because you don’t have to wait for the nightly plan

Many customers can save one day of lead time as supply is ordered right away

Cost and capital savings by reduced inventory levels
Less safety stock is needed due to faster replenishment

Quotes from pilot Customer - Logistics Manager

“With Planning Optimization completing in minutes during office hours we 

can reduce the inventory levels and cost as the total lead time is 

reduced by a day”

“We can minimize stock in store and maximize selling space in stores”



Get started



Planning 
Optimization 
onboarding

When will Public preview be available?

Testing on non-production environments

Selected customers are invited to test on live 
environment

Install Planning Optimization add-in from LCS

Get Started with Planning Optimization
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/get-started


DEMO



DEMO 1 - Installing LCS Add-in

• Relevant Docs article Install the add-in

• The requirement for Planning Optimization is an LCS 

enabled Tier-2 and above environment (not a OneBox), 

with Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management version 

10.0.7 or later.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/get-started#install-the-add-in


0

DEMO 1
Installing LCS Add-in



DEMO 2 - Running Optimization Fit Analysis 

• Relevant Docs article Planning Optimization fit analysis

• If inconsistencies are found, you can still use Planning 

Optimization. The results of the fit analysis just show 

places where the planning service won't honor your 

current setup. In other words, they show places where 

some processes might be ignored or might not be 

supported.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/planning-optimization-fit-analysis


0

DEMO 2
Running Optimization Fit Analysis 



DEMO 3 - Planning Optimization Service

• Choosing Planning Engine

• Planning with Filters

• Update Plan from Net Requirements

• Pegging between Supply and Demand

• Auto Firming

• Planning history

• Cancel Planning Job



0

DEMO 3
Planning Optimization Service



Planning Optimization Roadmap



Customer journey 
- from the current planning engine to Planning Optimization
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MRP preview
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MRP II GA

(Scheduling)

Additional planning

features

R&D Investment

stops

Built-in planning 
engine

Support
stops

Planning 
Optimization
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• We are currently starting preview with selected customers

• Testing basic discrete MRP with BOM and inventory lead time (no route) 

• Initial support for production is expected as preview in first half of 2020

• Additional production features is planned throughout 2020 and beyond

• Explosion

• MRP II – Infinite scheduling

• MRP II – Finite scheduling

• CTP

• Subcontracting

• Process manufacturing (batch orders)

• Lean / Kanban
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Support for production



Planning Optimization - functional enhancements

Negative on-hand is treated as zero on-hand
• Your data is wrong for some reason – the planning engine will assume zero to avoid over supply.

Plan filter
• To enhance the isolation between plans we have introduced plan specific item filters that will be honored at run time.

Auto firming based on order date (start date)
• Auto firming based on order date (start date), not requirement data (end date) 

• This will ensure that firming of planned order happens in due time, without having to include lead time in the firming time fence
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Resources
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Planning Optimization Preview – Getting Started

Planning Optimization overview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-

optimization/planning-optimization-overview

Get started with Planning Optimization

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/get-

started

Planning Optimization fit analysis

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-

optimization/planning-optimization-fit-analysis

Dynamics365 Release Plan 2019 Wave 2

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365-release-plan/2019wave2/dynamics365-supply-chain-

management/planning-optimization-distribution

https://aka.ms/poGetStarted
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/planning-optimization-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/get-started
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/master-planning/planning-optimization/planning-optimization-fit-analysis
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365-release-plan/2019wave2/dynamics365-supply-chain-management/planning-optimization-distribution


Thank you.


